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Gender diversity quotas on Australian boards: 
Is it in the best interests of the company?

1. INTRODUCTION

Whether gender diversity quotas on Australian corporate boards are in the best interests of companies is a multifaceted question which requires analysis of what is in the best interests of a company, and whether the government intervening in relation to board composition is justified and indeed necessary. The current gender diversity statistics of Australian Stock Exchange listed companies will be reviewed in light of the changing social norm that corporate boards should comprise a meaningful number of female directors.

Whether board level gender diversity is in the best interests of the shareholders, officers, employees and other stakeholders will be assessed by looking into the advantages and disadvantages of quotas. Do quotas promulgate a lack of meritocracy for directorship appointments and do they encourage corporate citizens to window dress board appointments? Is it best that the government not interfere with the market as there is a distinct lack of uncontroversial empirical evidence that diverse boards positively affect the share price of listed companies? Or rather, should the government intervene as to date the market has not rectified itself and, in failing to do so, the corporate world has diverged itself from the hegemonic view that equality should take precedence over share price? International examples from countries that have enacted quota legislation provide live examples that government mandated quotas are effective in increasing boardroom diversity when coupled with dissuasive sanctions. Whether quotas are suggested for Australia, or whether Australia should continue with voluntary codes and training solutions without mandatory regulations, will depend on whether gender representation at board level hits meaningful targets in the near future.

2. QUOTAS AND GENDER DIVERSITY:

A. What is it?

Before delving into the advantages and disadvantages of gender quotas on Australian boards, it is important to first outline that the ‘best interests of the company’ is not a settled term nor is the contention that diversity at board level affects the company either negatively or positively.
Gender Diversity

Post Global Financial Crisis (GFC) there has been increased pressure on companies to exhibit best corporate governance practice. The GFC brought the importance of corporate governance into the public eye as the failures affected economic wellbeing globally.¹

It is widely argued that diversity in the board room can be used as a tool to strengthen overall corporate governance.² While ‘diversity’ relates to a range of innate and assumed characteristics and traits, this paper only seeks to address diversity in so far as it relates to the objective gender of the board member. Due to corporate boards historically being male dominated, the increasing female participation at board level is a topic of hot debate.

Quotas

Across jurisdictions internationally there have been various hard and soft law methods of addressing the imbalance of female and male directors on companies’ boards. Mandatory quotas being the most criticised and contested of all forms of government intervention, yet also the most successful in gaining female participation on listed companies’ boards.³

There are numerous studies on what is the correct number, or ‘quota’, of females on a corporate board that affects real change.⁴ Three women on a corporate board has been found to be the ‘tipping point’ at which females are no longer viewed as outsiders on corporate boards.⁵ If just one female board member, often that member is tasked as being the representative of all female kind and viewed as interrupting the boys’ club.⁶ If two females, there is the public perception that they should support each other or it otherwise be seen as a catfight. However, when there are three female board members, they can comfortably agree or disagree without being viewed negatively.⁷

In countries that have sought to apply mandatory quotas, 40 percent of either gender representation is the most commonly cited quota.⁸ 40 percent reflects a fair split and ‘the right

---

³ This is shown by Norway having the highest percentage of female representation at board level on publically listed companies.
⁵ Shetler, above n 1.
⁶ Interview with Jan Babiak, former Ernst & Young executive (Lipscomb University, 21 June 2012).
⁷ Ibid.
⁸ For example, Norway has 40% quota; Brazil has 40% quota for State controlled companies; Australia has 40% for government boards and committees; France is 40% by January 2017; Spain 40% for publically traded companies with over 250 employees; Finland 40%; Iceland 40%.
gender balance’ with 50 percent often cited as too restrictive on companies. Further, with the average board size of between 7 and 9 depending on company size on the Australian Stock Exchange (ASX), 40 percent usually allows for the ‘tipping point’ of three members as discussed above to be met.

While progress is being made towards having a fairer representation on corporate boards of both genders in Australia, there is still a long way to go. The rate of increase of female representation on Australian boards has not exceeded 2% per year since 2011. As such, it is arguable that quotas should be applied mandatorily rather than as best practice guidelines. However, without a business case that gender diverse boards are in the best interests of the company, it will be hard to obtain public approval, especially of those in the business community.

Best interests of the company

To determine whether gender quotas should be implemented in Australia, it is necessary to comprehensively consider whether having a gender diverse board is indeed in the best interests of the company. The ‘best interests of the company’ is an evolving term. Historically, the best interests of the company were seen solely as the interests of the shareholders. This is coined the ‘shareholder primacy principle’. However, increasingly the stakeholders at large are considered when assessing what’s best for the company. That is, the employees, service providers, suppliers, the environment and the community in which the company operates. Ensuring that corporations act in the best interests of the wider stakeholders often correlates in turn to greater shareholder value in the long term as the company attracts better employees and more investors as it is seen externally as socially progressive. This change in mindset is crucial to whether gender diverse boards, and indeed quotas, are in the best interests of the company.

Determining what is in the shareholders’ best interests is relatively straight forward, as it revolves around profitability and share price. This is arguably somewhat measurable by comparing share results and profitability of companies with varying diversity on their board. However, determining what is in the best interests of the wider stakeholders is a contested and multifaceted task. Coupled

---

11 According to the Australian Institute of Company Directors statistics in 2011 women accounted for 13.4% of directorships in the ASX200, in 2012 15.4%, in 2013 17.3% and in 2014 19.3%.
13 Note significant issues with such an argument as outlined on under heading ‘lack of empirical evidence’.
with a corporate board’s primarily supervisory and conciliatory role, determining if diverse boards are indeed in the best interests of the company is a difficult task.

B. Why discussion is needed
The imputation of gender quotas on Australian corporate boards is a topic of heated debate as it invokes both emotions of fairness and equality yet also is underpinned by inconclusive research. Two thirds of CEOs and senior executive in Australia agree that gender equality is needed. However, often directors questioned cannot describe why it is they think that gender equality at board level is needed.

Watson indicates that there are three predominate lines of reasoning:

(a) social justice of women being represented proportionately as they are in the workforce;
(b) functional reasoning, being that boards are more efficient when females are represented; and
(c) empirical evidence argument in relation to the financial performance and governance of the company.

It is the social justice reasoning that is perhaps the most persuasive as it runs counter to the Australian community’s current societal values of equality. Enshrined in anti-discrimination laws are Australia’s values that prohibit direct or indirect discrimination based on gender. However, empirically corporate boards have disparate amounts of males as senior executives and in board roles. This glaring disparity between stakeholders’ values and board composition has brought into the spotlight the question of whether mandatory State imposed quotas should be applied to Australia.

 Rather than attempt to discuss why corporate boards are not already reflective of Australia’s value of equality in the workforce, this paper seeks to determine whether Australia adopting a mandatory gender quota is indeed in the best interests of the company in the current corporate climate.

3. CURRENT STATE OF PLAY ON AUSTRALIAN BOARDS FOR GENDER QUOTAS AND DIVERSITY
In the latest Australian Institute of Company Directors (AICD) Director Resource Centre release, it has been found that female directorships in the ASX top 200 companies (ASX200) make up only 19.9

---

percent of all director appointments. While there are no mandatory quotas in the ASX Listing Rules or Guidelines, the Australian government has gone some way towards enhancing boardroom diversity. Under legislation passed in 2012, non-public sector employers with 100 or more employees are required to report to the government in relation to various gender equality indicators. Then in March 2015, premier Daniel Andrews announced that he would implement 50 percent quotas to ensure half of all representatives on government boards are female. He also indicated that these changes should be applied to the judiciary and in time, public boards may follow suit. However, this has not yet translated to a mandatory quota applicable to the corporate sector. To date, the corporate approach has been to collaboratively emphasise desired compliance by stakeholders through voluntary guidelines.

While the number of women on Australian boards is increasing, there is still fear in the community that the pace will slow if the pressure to change reduces. This fear is echoed in the United Kingdom (UK), who have a similar voluntary code to Australia yet are seeing a slight reduction in the appointment of females directors recently. UK Business Secretary, Vince Cable, noted that the ‘momentum [for change] appears to be slowing’ in the UK. When compared to the quick pace of change in European countries with mandatory quotas and appropriate sanctions, the quotas by government legislation debate is reinvigorated. In Australia, the business community must be careful that the slowing pace of change seen in the UK is not replicated if pressure is reduced on corporate citizens due to ‘steadily’ climbing percentage of females on boards. Internationally, the progress of women onto corporate boards has been described as ‘glacial’ and inherently in need of government intervention.

---

19 Speech by Elizabeth Broderick titled ‘Getting on Board: Quotas and Gender Equality’ (Delivered at ‘Gender Matters’, the third Women on Boards Conference, Sheraton on the Park, Sydney 29 April 2011).
21 Credit Suisse Research Institute, Gender Diversity and Corporate Performance, (August 2012) 
22 Broderick, above n 19.
A. **Statistics and reports**

In Australia, women are graduating with university degrees now in greater proportion than men, yet there is still a huge disparity of women in senior executive positions and on corporate boards. In its 2014 All Industries Snapshot, the Workplace Gender Equality Agency (WGEA) found that females make up 48 percent of all employees in WGEA reporting organisations but only 35.4 percent of managers and 13.5 percent of CEOs. These numbers are significantly lower across all publically listed companies and private companies that do not report to WGEA. For example, only 5.75 percent of chairs and CEOs in the ASX200 are women. This sentiment is replicated in many industries globally with only 25.7 percent of new partners of top-tier Australian firms being female, yet 63.2 percent of graduates recruited being female. Somewhat surprisingly, countries with mandatory quotas seem to also have the same gender diversity issues at the higher leadership levels. However, at board level countries such as Norway, France and Finland with quotas have female directorship representation of 40.5 percent, 25.1 percent and 26.8 percent respectively.

B. **ASX view**

Without doubt the ASX and Australian Competition and Consumer Commission (ACCC) are in a regulatory position to compel gender quotas should the government or business community at large elect to introduce quotas. Through updating the ASX Corporate Governance Principles and Recommendations (CGPR) in 2011, the ASX has signalled its intention to keep gender diversity as a high priority. The CGPR provide that ASX listed entities will be required to disclose their achievement against gender objectives set by their board and the proportion of women on the board, in senior management and employed throughout the whole organisation. If listed companies have not complied with the CGPR they must state in their annual reports why not they have not complied. Outside of the ASX, various other industry bodies and non-governmental organisations have launched voluntary quota systems with varying degrees of success and uptake by the corporate world.

---

24 Watson, above n 16.
29 ASX Listing Rules, 4.10.3.
C. **Other industry bodies’ views**

Overwhelmingly other industry bodies’ are in favour of gender diversity on corporate boards, yet fall short of calling for mandatory quotas. The AICD’s CEO John Brogden has stated that there is ‘an undeniable case for gender diversity on boards’ and noted that the AICD supported a voluntary non-legislated 30 percent quota by 2018.\(^30\) Similarly, in the G20 Labour and Employment Minister Meeting held in September 2014, the OECD recommended increasing women in decision making positions by introducing mechanisms to improve the gender balance in public sector leadership positions. These mechanisms include target setting or voluntary quotas. However, the OECD fell short of recommending mandatory quotas.\(^31\) The Australian Human Rights Commission ‘Gender Equality Blueprint’ stated that all listed companies should aim to have at least 40% women by 2015, failing which government should consider legislating mandatory quotas to achieve this within a set time frame.\(^32\) One step further is the Business Council of Australia which has called for a 50% quota for women in senior roles in the next 10 years.\(^33\)

Despite the above support for meaningful gender diversity, there is still vastly unequal female representation on corporate boards. This begs the question, what type of evidence or support in the corporate world is needed to determine if gender quotas are in the best interests of the company on a micro level and corporate world on a macro level? Does this disparity still exist because having a gender diverse board is not in the best interests of the company?

4. **IS A GENDER QUOTA IN THE BEST INTERESTS OF THE COMPANY?**

Whether gender quotas and equal female board representation is in the interests of each of the key stakeholders of a company depends on the stakeholders’ interests. Outlined below are the conventional main motivators for shareholders, employees, officers and the community at large, and an overview of whether current research or policy consideration has found a link between increased board gender diversity and the stakeholders’ interest.

---


\(^{32}\) Broderick, above n 19.

A. **Shareholders’ interests**

Historically one of the biggest influences on the appointment, resignation and tenure of directors’ was their perceived effect on the interests of the shareholders. Shareholders’ interests are usually aligned with the profitability and share price of the company. Research into female board participation and its effect on financial performance of companies has been largely inconclusive. Some studies have found a positive relationship exists and conversely others a negative.

A reoccurring issue with board research when correlated to financial performance is that so many constantly changing elements are reflected in a company’s performance that it is almost impossible to remove all variables to determine the true effect one board member has on corporate performance. Commentators have been divided as to whether a high level of female board participation increases share price by attracting investors as the company displays confidence and legitimacy; or whether it detracts investors and therefore reduces share price. Fanto argues that exhibiting gender diversity is a worthy value in its own right, therefore the effect on the share price and profitability of the company is not a significant concern.

B. **Employees, contractors and officers?**

Outside of shareholders, other key stakeholders that influence the nomination, appointment and tenure of directors are the employees and other key officers. Employees, contractors and other officers are at their core driven by the long term sustainability of the company. However, beyond that such stakeholders are motivated by employment conditions, the working environment and the possibility for career progression. Hence having females in appropriate proportions in senior executive and director positions incentivises females in the workforce as it provides realistic pipeline career progression goals. It signifies that the company does not discriminate and senior positions are attainable to candidates who hold the right skills regardless of their gender. Further, commentators have found correlations with female board participation and pro-worker conditions

---


38 Watson, above n 15.
being established in the workforce such as appropriate leave and child care. 39 Again the effects of these employee motivations are difficult to measure in relation to the long term profitability of the company.

C. Other interests?

Not only does having relatively even representation of all genders at a senior level provide a positive corporate image to those stakeholders internally, but it also represents externally to the broader community that the company promotes the interests of fairness and admonishes discrimination. 40 Broader community values are those of the public in which the company operates. In Australia, it is viewed as progressive and socially responsible to have representative gender diversity throughout a company. The portrayal of this external image is particularly relevant if the company’s main clients or purchasers are female. However, gender diversity at senior level provides a good corporate image to a large sector of the community, male and female alike. 41

5. SHOULD A QUOTA BE APPLIED TO AUSTRALIA?

As outlined above, rarely is it argued that gender diversity in some form is not in the best interests of the company. Where the heated debate lies is whether a set quota should be mandatorily applied to companies. In June 2010, Elizabeth Broderick Sex Discrimination Commissioner stated that if progress is not made, there should be a mandatory 40 percent quota with penalties for non-compliance. 42 Heated debate ensued when this statement was rejected by the then Prime Minister Julia Gillard noting that it was against government policy to impose quotas on the private sector. 43 To determine whether applying a mandatory quota to Australian corporations would be in the best interests of the company it is necessary to review the research in favour of and against both board gender diversity and gender quotas.

A. BENEFITS

I. Diversity is good for share price (shareholder value perspective)

Over the years numerous researchers have conducted studies on the effect of gender diverse board on aspects of companies that are of value to the shareholders. If a clear business case could be made

40 Shetler, above n 1.
41 G20, above n 31.
42 Broderick, above n 19.
that gender diverse boards increase shareholder value, it would greatly enhance the likelihood that mandatory quotas could be enacted with little argument from the corporate world.

In 2007, Catalyst performed a detailed research study on the effect of board gender diversity on profitability and other financial measures of companies. It was found that gender diverse boards reported 53 percent higher return on equity, 42 percent higher on savings and 66 percent higher on invested capital.\(^{44}\) This finding has been substantiated in part through Smith, Smith and Verner’s study which found a causal effect between women directors and profitability, rather than just better performing companies happening to have more women on their boards.\(^{45}\) This increase in profitability has been attributed by some to be a result of the purchasing power of female consumers. That is, that female directors are more easily able to adapt companies’ goods or services to sway female consumers.\(^{46}\) Further still, other studies have found that boards with female directors are more likely to consider the long term objective of the shareholders which increases the long term value and corporate brand image of the company.\(^{47}\)

To review the effects of gender quotas on the profitability and share price in companies and establish a business case researchers need look no further than Norway which has had gender quotas since 2006. Matsa and Miller’s Norwegian study found that gender quotas in the short term decreased companies’ value, but had a long term positive effect.\(^{48}\) This is explained by diverse boards initially having difficulty working cohesively but more becoming more effective over time.

Despite the above findings, the key issue with all board studies is that it is difficult to determine whether one individual or even three individuals are able to affect a company’s performance by sitting on the board. Further, due to differing market conditions, industries, foreign relation issues amongst many others, it is very difficult to compare the performance of two different large companies’ boards. If the research correlating gender diversity with company performance, especially financial performance, could remove the variables and be relied upon, it would likely be significantly decisive as to whether Australia should be moved to a mandatory quota system. Reason being, that the key arguments against gender quotas come down to the inconclusive research undertaken.


\(^{47}\) Avivah Wittenberg-Cox and Alison Maitland, Why Women Mean Business (John Wiley & Sons, 2009).

II. **Correlation between female directorship and good corporate governance**

Studies suggest a correlation between female leadership and increased corporate governance functioning of a board.\(^{49}\) Areas of particular focus are:

- Female directors being better able to test decisions and advocate differing viewpoints;\(^{50}\)
- Diverse boards having improved strategic decision making power and risk management;\(^{51}\)
- Female directors enhancing the strategic protocols of an organisation and improving intra board communication;\(^{52}\) and
- Female directors being more aware of social dynamics and human issues.\(^{53}\)

In addition, when a quota or ‘tipping point’ of female directors are on a board there is evidence to suggest that those boards score more highly on the nine key organisational criteria.\(^{54}\) These being: capability, leadership, external orientation, accountability, motivation, coordination and control, innovation, direction, work environment and values. As the role of a corporate board is primarily supervisory of the executive, it is in the best interests of the company for the board to be the best equipped it can be to test strategies and ideas in a risk adverse and thorough way.

**Champions of diverse thought**

It is widely argued that when women are represented at board level they are often key inhibitors of ‘groupthink’ and champions of diverse thought in the board room.\(^{55}\) Groupthink is a social phenomenon where management or board adopt a certain identity that excludes outside viewpoints.\(^{56}\) This can lead to risky decisions as crucial decisions are not questioned or tried and externally provided evidence is ignored.\(^{57}\)

Female participation at board level can assist to prevent groupthink and the board automatically backing the executives decisions as their ‘outsideness’ or liminality enables them to better objectively monitor other directors and risky behaviour that can arise when there is a separation of

---

\(^{49}\) Thomas, above n 39.
\(^{50}\) Broderick, above n 18.
\(^{52}\) Peninah Thomson and Jacey Graham, *A Woman’s Place is in the Boardroom* (Palgrave Macmillan 2005) 119.
\(^{54}\) Erkut et al, above n 4.
\(^{55}\) Fanto et al, above n 37.
ownership and control. In turn, heightening the risk oversight and corporate governance of the board as a whole. Adams and Ferreira found that a women’s influence is similar to that of an independent director for governance issues.

Interestingly, psychological literature suggests that having a small minority of diverse thinkers within the group does not remedy groupthink problems or transform the group without more. Arguably reaching the critical mass, or tipping point, may change this.

Risk management and decision making

Foreshadowed above is the notion that, when there are sufficient numbers, female directors are able to achieve improved levels of risk management. Key to the role of the board is the ability to be able to effectively monitor the executive and other directors. As such, theoretically having a board that has a wide degree of perspectives with all genders having relatively even representation is desired to conduct this function. It has been found that companies with a higher percentage of female directors tend to be involved in fewer governance related controversies, including fraud, accounting, bribery, and corruption-related scandals.

Heterogeneity not only lessens the likelihood of groupthink but it also aids in group decision making. Research suggests groups with diversity are more effective at problem solving than those without. Understandably there are the unmeasurable variants like personality or ideology diversity that can affect this also. However, when diversity it at a critical mass (usually considered to be between 15% and 30%) then research shows team work is improved. Accordingly, there is an argument that for risk management and decision making three or more women on a board or directors can change dynamics and lead to improved performance.

60 Ibid.
61 Janis, above n 57.
65 Fanto, above n 37.
66 Erkut et al, above n 4.
Opponents of gender diversity quotas argue that too much gender diversity may in fact hamper effective decision making processes due to divisive views and interfere with corporate efficacy. Dhir noted that there is no evidence from Norway that boards were divided and hampered in their decision making after the quota was introduced. Further, the board room is the appropriate environment for ideas and strategies to be tested and dissected from different vantage points and perspectives.

III. Reflects diversity paradigms in society

Perhaps the strongest argument in favour of equal, or at least workforce representative, gender diversity in the boardroom is the social justice argument. Currently there is no strong or definitive enough evidence to support the chain of causation that diverse boards increase shareholder value. However, representative gender diversity is hard to dispute on social justice grounds of fairness, anti-discrimination, and equal access to the opportunity of higher learning. This argument carries such significant weight that the gender diversity debate in Australia is quickly turning from “why” to “how” despite the lack of empirical evidence. It is often argued that corporate boards should reflect the composition and demographic of the community, or at the very least the composition and demographic of the entire company. Perhaps an alternative to mandatory gender quotas on boards at set percentages is mandatory gender quotas on boards in line with the industry gender representation.

ASX listed companies are critical actors in the public sphere. Their boards influence public debate and social policy therefore it is vital for there to be fair representation of key groups in the wider community. Rather than direct shareholder value add, the social justice argument seeks gender equality in the boardroom as a matter of fairness and to abolish discrimination. That said, matters of corporate social responsibility such as gender diversity can have other indirect benefits to the company through more public investment, increased community support and the attraction of better employees from the entire talent pool.

---

69 Ahern and Dittmar, above n 35.
70 Ibid.
71 Shetler, above n 1.
IV. **Use of entire talent pool**

The lack of gender diversity at board level must be viewed not only as a social justice issue but also as a talent resource issue.\(^{74}\) By failing to promote women to senior roles corporations are missing out on use of a huge proportion of the workforce. As outlined above, women are increasingly becoming as, if not more, successful than men at a collegiate level and early on in their careers. However, when they reach senior positions the attrition rates significantly increase in a much more expedient rate than their male colleagues.\(^{75}\) These attrition or ‘failure to launch’ issues are non-more-so prevalent than when directorship appointments are reviewed.

A wide variety of reasons are argued to be the cause of this attrition. However, inhabitants such as taking a period of time for carers duty should not be preventative of reaching those senior positions provided the carers return to the workforce. It is uncontroversial that fair gender representation at senior executive and board level has not yet happened organically. However, it is the method to address this that sparks heated debate.

V. **It just is not happening without State intervention**

If gender diversity at board level is found to be in the best interests of the company in the wider sense, perhaps the strongest notion in favour of implementation of a mandatory quota is that gender diversity it just not happening at a meaningful speed organically. Australian Governance Institute President Trisha Mok reiterated this stating ‘Blackrock’s latest report for the 2014 year ... clearly demonstrates that a commitment to gender diversity is not in Australia’s corporate DNA’.\(^{76}\)

If the market’s current trajectory continues, it is likely to take decades before true gender equality is achieved.\(^{77}\) Currently, only 29 percent of Australian and New Zealand companies have a clearly defined strategy regarding the development of female directors.\(^{78}\) There needs to be a disrupter to this pattern of change that forces companies to seriously consider gender diversity and proactively engage and manage female talent. When coupled with true company engagement and appropriate non-compliance sanctions, mandatory quotas provide just this opportunity to compel reflection of firm wide gender quotas, gender equality at all levels and active management of female talent.

---


\(^{75}\) McPhee, above n 46.


\(^{78}\) Ibid.
B. **DISADVANTAGES**

Despite the arguments above in favour of gender diversity quotes, such quotas are still the topic of much staunch opposition in the business community. The prevailing arguments being:

- There is no empirical evidence that having gender diverse boards is beneficial to corporate performance or governance.
- Females may be elevated to senior positions that they are unqualified for just so a company can comply with the quota.
- Quotas could cause tokenism.
- There is the possibility of corporations’ window dressing board roles to fit within the quota.
- The government should not intervene in corporate affairs, the market will drive the correct levels of gender diversity.

I. **Reverse causation and lack of empirical evidence**

Evidence and causation

The overwhelming argument against gender quotas is that there is no unequivocal empirical evidence that diverse boards lead to either better corporate governance or stronger company performance. Research has been divided with results being inconclusive and inconsistent.  

Dobbin and Jung (2011) found that strong corporate performance leads to increased board diversity, but not the other way around. This has been coined as ‘reverse causation’. There are significant evidentiary problems with finding any type of conclusive evidence on individual board members’ causative effect on the performance of a company. This is shown by the hugely varying results in correlation studies for board gender diversity. By way of example:

- A Dutch and Danish board room study found gender diversity at a board level had no effect on the company’s performance.  

I. **Reverse causation and lack of empirical evidence**

Evidence and causation

The overwhelming argument against gender quotas is that there is no unequivocal empirical evidence that diverse boards lead to either better corporate governance or stronger company performance. Research has been divided with results being inconclusive and inconsistent.  

Dobbin and Jung (2011) found that strong corporate performance leads to increased board diversity, but not the other way around. This has been coined as ‘reverse causation’. There are significant evidentiary problems with finding any type of conclusive evidence on individual board members’ causative effect on the performance of a company. This is shown by the hugely varying results in correlation studies for board gender diversity. By way of example:

- A Dutch and Danish board room study found gender diversity at a board level had no effect on the company’s performance.  

- A Danish study found a positive correlation with women on boards and top management and company performance.

---


82 Smith et al, above n 45.
- Farrell and Hersch found that female director appointments do not affect a company’s subsequent performance and that companies with strong profit results or return on assets appointed more female directors.  
- Other studies have found that female director appointments have a negative effect on company performance.
- The Reibey Institute found that ASX500 companies with female directors had higher return on equity than those companies that did not have any female directors.
- Other Australian, US ad Spanish studies have found a positive correlation between gender diversity and corporate performance.
- Yet Prior and Faria and other studies have found no convincing correlation between female directors and corporate performance.

Amongst other terms, research on board diversity has been described as ‘unconvincing’, ‘methodically challenged’ and offering ‘no conclusive evidence one way or the other’. Correlations have been found between diversity and a variety of board performances. However, correlations do not establish causality. The causal chain between board composition and financial shareholder value is described as ‘an impossibly long one’. Due to the large number of variables that apply to corporate citizens, excluding all influencing factors or measuring and adjusting for them, can be difficult, if not impossible. Corporate boards are there to ensure the right questions are asked of the executive’s operational conduct and ratify the executive’s decisions. The board’s contribution to firm value is likely to be minimal and near impossible to establish empirically.

---

89 Fanto, above n 37.
Timing

The post hoc ergo propter hoc fallacy is a similar but slight different argument to Dobbin and Jung’s reverse causation. It outlines the fallacy of assumed correlation because of the order in time and is often cited against corporate performance related research. As previously touched on, it is misconceived to review a company’s performance based on one individual board member’s performance unless there is serious misconduct. Variables (company size, industry, market and so forth) that are not controlled could be responsible for the correlation. However, it is an important contention that just because something cannot be empirically proven does not mean that it lacks truth. This lack of empirical evidence should not be used as a barrier to improve status quo. If empirical evidence could be found to be in favour of board diversity, then this might promulgate change quicker than status quo. However, the ‘punishment’ (being a potential fall in share price and added investor pressure) for proceeding with gender diversity on corporate boards without empirical evidence does not outweigh the negative consequence of failing to address gender diversity.

Institutional bias

Another theory put forward by Dobbin and Jung (2011) is that share prices may be reduced and investor pressure increased if progressive action is taken by boards on gender diversity. Dobbin and Jung found through survey evidence that boards that have an increase in gender diversity have a negative effect on share value. They hypothesised that institutional investors react badly to heightened female directors as institutional investors thought women lacked the human capital and business experience. This has been coined ‘institutional bias’.

At the time of their study, institutional shareholders in the US held 80% of the shares in US public companies. However, it is notable that this study was before the GFC and is generally no longer reflective of institutional investors’ ethos. An example of this is AMP Capital which actively monitors and reports on the female representation on boards of directors of the companies in which it invests. In its most recent report, AMP Capital noted that if the rate of increase of female directors
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97 AMP Capital in Corporate Governance Report: ESG insights & proxy voting noted that in 2010, 60 percent of Australian companies it invests in had no female directors, this is now 33%.
and key management personnel slows before considerable ground is won the introduction of prescriptive quotas ‘may well be necessary’. This investor sentiment that gender diversity is beneficial is reflected globally by CalPERS and CalSTRS in the US who include gender diversity as an investment criteria and support the 30 percent coalition which demands 30% of board positions to be held by females by 2015.

If a clear business case based on empirical evidence could be found for gender diverse boards, or indeed any board composition issues, then measures to ensure the right board level representation and composition would have likely already been demanded by institutional investors and the community alike then implemented.

II. Under skilled directors and lack of meritocracy

Many commentators oppose quotas on the basis that director appointments will not be made on merit but instead for legal compliance and that such appointments are ‘not only methodologically doubtful but also unnecessary and potentially condescending to women’. It is argued that quotas may produce unqualified trophy directors or ‘golden skirts’. Such ‘under skilled’ appointments will be a threat to corporate governance, which in turns equates to a threat to the performance of the company. Instead of the State intervening, the market should dictate who is best suited for board roles. This argument has numerous high profile supporters including Toby Abbott and Michaela Cash of National Liberals and is premised on the notion that over time as women are given the opportunity to obtain experience and qualification their representation on boards will organically increase.

Yet this argument fails to address the reality that despite women completing university degrees and diplomas in higher numbers than men, they are still failing to be represented in the board room at equal levels to their workplace and university participation. In selecting new directors, it is argued that board nomination committees have an unconscious bias of male dominance and tend to

---
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replicate themselves. \(^{104}\) Allowing the market to organically drive board diversity does not prevent this self-replication nor does it prevent the similar theory that male board directors only listen and promote male directors that are similar to them. \(^{105}\)

Burke, Singh and Vinnicombe argue that the prevailing gender imbalance in the board room relates to discriminatory practises. \(^{106}\) That is, women are held to a higher standard of proof for their capabilities than their male counterparts. \(^{107}\) By not allowing women to obtain the same learning opportunities and experience as their male colleagues, then only nominating board members based on their requisite experience, females are being arguably indirectly discriminated against. Yet such a form of discrimination is almost impossible to prove due to the private nature of the board nomination process and that it is relatively easy to find a business case for why one person’s skill set is a more appropriate fit with the company than another’s.

### III. Could cause tokenism or stereotyping

In a similar vein to the lack of meritocracy argument, is the contention that gender quotas could promulgate tokenism or stereotyping of female directors and as such be counter-productive to the ends quotas are trying to achieve. \(^{108}\) That is, female directors will be employed or promoted for political or legal reasons rather than based on true acceptance and embrace of gender diversity. Even if token directors have the same merit or qualifications of those who were appointed, they are scrutinised more closely as they are viewed as obtaining their position by representation not on individual merit. \(^{109}\)

Professor Kanter (1977) notes three key consequences of tokenism: visibility, polarisation and assimilation. \(^{110}\) ‘Visibility’ in the intense scrutiny the token member has; ‘polarisation’ of other members of the group making it hard to integrate; and ‘assimilation’ in not being seen as an individual but as a representative of the whole of the minority group. Token board members arguably have to work harder than other board members to have their achievements noticed. \(^{111}\)

---

\(^{104}\) Rakesh Khurana, Searching For the Corporate Saviour (Princeton University Press, 2002).
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Tokenism or stereotyping is claimed to decrease minority groups’ performance as the person or group feels they are judged as a group not individually therefore their performance dwindles.\textsuperscript{112}

Token directors arguably create a divisive and inharmonious environment in the boardroom. Yet if women were represented on corporate boards in sufficient quotas then they would no longer be seen as token or in the vast minority. Further, as the number of suitably experienced female directors increase over time so would the perception that women are not being appointed merely for political or legal reasons but instead their experience would speak for itself. The upside of fair representation of women in meaningful roles on corporate boards far outweighs the downside of the potential of tokenism and stereotyping.

IV. Cross-pollination and window dressing

Secondary roles

If quotas were made mandatory in Australia, many companies might be encouraged to window dress senior roles as board appointments to meet the legislative requirements.\textsuperscript{113} Rather than embracing the true spirit of gender diversity, boards will be abiding by law because of the ‘big stick’ sanctions.

In Norway, while 40.5 percent of directors are female, less than 1 percent of CEOs of Norway’s largest companies are women.\textsuperscript{114} As of 2014, there were no female CEO’s of Norway’s 32 large cap companies and only 3% in the top 145 large cap companies.\textsuperscript{115} It is argued that while quotas increase female board participation, the female directors are being put on boards primarily through non-executive roles and are sidelined for important decision making committees and leadership positions.\textsuperscript{116} While in Norway that the number of female CEOs has not organically increased in line with the quotas, jurisdictions such as Australia face the same gender diversity issue at leadership level regardless of whether there are mandatory quotas. In the ASX200, as of 2013 only 3% of chairs were female and 3.5% of CEOs were female despite female board representation being much more significant.\textsuperscript{117} It is clear that mandatory quotas are effective at increasing female board appointments but not senior executive roles. At the very least, quotas are permitting females the opportunity to have the requisite experience to be contenders for chair and CEO roles.

\textsuperscript{112}Ibid.
\textsuperscript{114}Catalyst, above n 28.
\textsuperscript{116}Workplace Gender Equality Agency, above n 25.
Cross-pollination

An ancillary argument put forward to the above is that the female directors who are sufficiently qualified to obtain the board appointment on their own merit will be requested to sit on an untenable number of boards if quota legislation is introduced. In Norway, it was claimed that rather than the pool of candidates enlarging drastically when the quotas were implemented, that there would be a selection of women who sit across many boards. These women were referred to as ‘golden skirts’.118

Being a ‘golden skirt’ damages a director’s reputation as if a director sit on numerous boards there is the perception that they cannot give adequate time to all roles. However, the issue of ‘overboarding’ is not unique to women and arguably already exists without the imposition of a quota. Interestingly, since the quota legislation has been introduced in Norway, female board directors are more likely to have a degree than male directors yet it is still men that are more than twice as likely than females to sit on more than one board, conversely dubbed ‘golden trousers’.119 To some extent this quells the argument that quotas will encourage the suitably qualified females to sit on numerous boards, or at least more so than males.

V. Government should not intervene

Perhaps the most passionately argued in the business community, is that the government should not force mandatory quotas on all corporate citizens as each companies’ needs are different to one another and as such companies have varying board composition needs.120 Corporate boards must work together to function and only persons within that company are in a position to determine what board composition is the best fit to facilitate the right outcomes. Government mandated diversity might force boards to appoint female directors who may hamper the effective decision making process due to divisive views.121

This argument is fraught with danger in that the board’s role is to test and examine the executive’s suggestions and actions. While there should not be a hung board, ideas and strategies should be tested from differing viewpoints. Further, Dhir122 noted that there is no evidence from Norway that boards are divided and hampered in their decision making after the implementation of mandatory quotas.

120 Kamalnath, above n 67.
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Another variable that has not been accurately quantified and measured is that gender ‘characteristics’ are by no means set in accordance with a person’s sex. Much of the research and associated gender quota arguments are based on social norm female characteristics, but these vary from individual to individual. Female directors can exhibit predominantly male characteristics in the board room and vice versa. ‘Personality’ diversity is not addressed in this paper but it creates an interesting aspect for arguments both for and against gender quotas. Arguably, hiring a female with male characteristics and viewpoints does not assist with enhanced decision making yet also is less likely to hamper decision making and divide boards.

C. ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OVERALL

While desirable, unequivocal empirical evidence is not needed for legislative change. Change can be derived from changing social norms not just financial performance of companies. A recent example is the rising advent of boards consisting of independent directors. Independent director studies too yield little conclusive evidence that they affect the profit margins or share price of the company, yet it is rarely disputed that non-executive directors assist with the corporate governance of boards.\(^\text{123}\)

Considering the sluggish rate of change of diversity on corporate boards to date despite the changing social norms, gender quotas should be implemented if board equality does not reach acceptable levels in the near future.

D. QUOTAS OR OTHER FORMS OF ENFORCEMENT/ENCOURAGEMENT

I. Will change happen organically and why hasn’t it thus far?

There are two key considerations as to why the public debate has reached the point of government imposed gender quotas. They are (a) the slow pace of change; and (b) the authenticity of that change from the business community.

Running contrary to the notion that gender diversity at board level will happen organically in line with social values is the glacial momentum of change. In Australia, the percentage of females on ASX200 boards has only risen on average 2% per annum since 2011.\(^\text{124}\) This is not just happening in Australia, a UK government release confirmed the momentum appears to be slowing.\(^\text{125}\) It is a concern among quota supporters that when gender diversity reaches a certain point, there will no longer be the political drive and public support to seek mandatory equality.

\(^{123}\) Ahern and Dittmar, above n 35.
\(^{124}\) Appointments to S&P/ASX200 Boards, above n 17.
Research has found that female directors are only actively sought to the extent they are needed to meet minimum expectations of gender diversity in the community. Further, with gender composition at an executive and key management personnel level largely unchallenged by corporations' board diversity efforts, it is necessary to question how genuine the efforts of the business community are.

II. Do quotas work? International evidence

The best way to consider the worth of implementing gender quotas in Australia’s corporate environment is to consider the effects of quotas in the many countries that have implemented such measures.

Norway

Norway was the first country to introduce quotas through the amended Public Limited Company Act (Norway) 1999, providing corporations with a specific quota depending on the size of their board. Larger boards of nine members or more require a minimum of 40% of either gender. This is coupled with tough sanctions for non-compliant companies including being rejected registration or ultimately deregistered if already registered. The implementation of the gender quota in Norway was motivated by a fairer distribution of power in society; a more efficient use of the workforce and improved business performance.

Currently, Norway has 40.5% female representation on listed corporate boards. Arguably with the highest level of female representation on corporate boards, Norway's quota system has been a success in relation to the social objectives it sought to obtain. Immediately upon introduction of the legislative quotas in 2006 (with compliance due by 2008), listed companies experienced a decline in value in Norway. However, Dittmar and Ahren argue that this is not as a result of the gender of the new board members but instead attributed to the lack of experience of the directors with the company and the new dynamics of the board that take some adjusting. Notably, in Norway a majority of companies are privately owned or non-listed. As such, only approximately 600

126 Farrell and Hersch, above n 83.
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companies were affected by the changes when they were introduced.\textsuperscript{132} Norway’s achievement in successfully implementing a gender quota encouraged other countries to adopt similar quota legislation.\textsuperscript{133}

**Others**

Increasingly foreign countries are introducing mandatory gender diversity quotas for corporate boards. For example:

- **Iceland:** Companies with over 50 employees must have a 40% quota.\textsuperscript{134}
- **France:** Large companies (that is €50 million turnover and 500 or more employees) must have 20 percent women by 2013 and 40 percent by 2017. Non-compliance means directors’ fees are suspended.\textsuperscript{135} Over 80 percent of French boards now have at least three female directors.\textsuperscript{136}
- **Spain:** In 2007, a law was introduced that stated publically traded companies with over 250 employees must have 40 percent of each gender by 2015.\textsuperscript{137} Spanish laws are not backed up by sanctions. However, compliant companies are given preferential treatment when applying for government tender work. As of March 2014, Spain only had 9.5 percent female board representation, far below the 40 percent required for 2015.\textsuperscript{138} The lack of enforceable penalties has been blamed for Spanish companies’ failure to appoint more females.\textsuperscript{139}
- **Germany:** After a failed previous attempt to change the law in 2013, in March 2015, German parliament passed a law that requires 30 percent of supervisory seats to be given to females commencing in 2016.

In support of mandatory quotas, in 2012 the EU Justice Commissioner, Vivence Reding proposed implementing a mandatory quota of 40 percent by 2020.\textsuperscript{140} This was fervently opposed by the UK and Germany and was subsequently diluted to be a 40 percent objective rather than mandatory quota that allowed member states to determine their own sanctions as long as they are appropriate and dissuasive.
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Outside of mandatory quota systems, some jurisdictions have implemented soft law measures, including:

- **Malaysia**: Has introduced a mixed quota system which strongly recommends gender diversity but does not mandate it for old appointments. This method has achieved only mixed results.\(^{141}\)

- **US**: Has a similar ‘comply or explain’ policy to Australia where the SEC requires listed corporations to disclose their diversity policy and describe its implementation if they have one in place.\(^{142}\) The rate of increase of female board representation in the US is also very slow.\(^{143}\)

- **UK**: Also has a similar ‘comply or explain’ policy and reporting requirements with a modest voluntary target of 25% by 2015 for all FTSE100 companies.\(^{144}\) Interestingly, the UK government commissioned the Davies Report on boardroom gender diversity. The underlying objectives in the Davies Report were business performance of widened talent pool; increased responsivity to market; improved corporate governance and improved corporate performance. Despite the Davies Report calling for more women in the boardroom, the UK is still yet to implement gender quotas.\(^{145}\)

In summary, it is indisputable that mandatory quotas with appropriate sanctions for non-compliance have the effect of increasing gender diversity on corporate boards. However, whether internationally these quotas have been in the best interests of the respective nation’s companies depend on what is presupposed to be the best interest of the company. If share price and profitability, then the evidence is unclear. However, if argued for social justice and equality reasons then the effect has been clear in facilitating more even representation of both genders but not yet a more even representation in the leadership positions of chair and CEO.

### III. Differences in Australian landscape

In Australia there is an appetite for boardroom diversity. Treasurer Joe Hockey, former Governor General Quentin Bryce, and numerous high profile business leaders are among those that have spoken in favour of implementing gender quotas.\(^{146}\) However, what has not yet been adequately

\(^{143}\) Smith et al, above n 45.
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gauged is Australia’s appetite for mandatory State intervention to facilitate a fairer distribution of board room gender diversity.

Further, Australia is a somewhat differing corporate environment in that we have the ASIC and ACCC which are successful and persuasive corporate regulators. ASIC’s non-mandatory guidelines amount to persuasive best practice for the top ASX listed companies that are usually complied with or at the very least, explanation given as to why they are not complied with. As such, there is an argument that if ASIC were to release voluntary set quotas for Australian boards these may be a more suitable yet effective method to aid gender diversity on Australian boards.

6. OTHER ALTERNATIVES

In determining whether implementing ‘hard’ laws such as government mandated quotas is in the best interests of companies in Australia the effectiveness of all other key methods to enhance gender diversity on boards need to be evaluated. ‘Soft’ law methods include voluntary codes, regulation and standards which are usually set either by the government or by industry bodies. These are usually combined with mentoring and training programs. Either approach can increase women’s representation on boards in varying degrees of success as outlined below.147

A. VOLUNTARY CODES

Voluntary codes addressing corporate gender equality can come from a variety of sources but are most often government or industry led. The key benefit to voluntary quotas is that they allow companies to progress towards board room gender equality at a pace that is realistic considering the culture and gender make-up of the business.148 Further, abiding by voluntary codes conveys true commitment to gender equality as it is the desire for equality rather than the fear of sanction that is promoting the change. This allows the board to show its commitment to diversity and also sends a message to stakeholders that the company takes the issue seriously and is not merely complying because it is mandatory.149

Industry codes

Corporate and business regulation increasingly relies on self-regulation, or industry codes, rather than the traditional statute driven governance as such measures enable corporate governance to be
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responsive and adaptable.¹⁵⁰ Currently in Australia the ASX Corporate Governance Principles and Recommendations have an ‘if not, why not’ voluntary code. That is, that listed companies should have a disclosable policy on gender diversity and set measurable objectives and if they do not, they should disclose why. Outside of Australia the United Kingdom has a similar ‘soft law’ Corporate Governance Code (the Code). This Code recommends that listed companies (a) take diversity into account when recruiting and (b) report on their diversity policy and implementation and explain when it has not been followed.¹⁵¹ Similarly to Australia, in the UK the Code allows companies to set their own internal diversity policies, however those policies and the adherence to them is publicly measurable.

Outside of the ASX, various other industry bodies have set best practice guidelines for boardroom diversity in the hope that the corporate world will adopt the same practices. By way of example, the AICD have set a target of 40 percent of board seats to be female directorships by the end of 2018 for ASX200 companies and the Business Council of Australia has set an ambitious 50 percent target in the next 10 years.¹⁵² While some entities have adopted the AICD targets in their internal gender diversity policies, there are still many companies yet to uptake quotas in their strategies.¹⁵³

**Internal policies**

In Australia, many progressive companies have sought to enhance gender diversity by establishing company targets and developing internal programs to increase gender diversity at a senior level. This early adoption appears to be led by the banking industry, for example:

- Westpac Banking Corporation *(WBC)* had a 40 percent target for women in management by 2014 which was reached in 2012. WBC then announced a market leading target of 50 percent of leadership positions to be females by 2017;¹⁵⁴
- Commonwealth Bank of Australia *(CBA)* has a 35 percent target for management roles by December 2014. To date CBA has 43 percent female representation in management roles;¹⁵⁵

¹⁵² Smith, above n 31.
¹⁵³ A KPMG study found 59% of companies have set gender diversity policy with measurable objectives.
• NAB has pledged to increasingly the number of women in the top three layers of the bank from 23 percent to 33 percent by 2015.\textsuperscript{156}

The insurance and financial services industries are well ahead of the norm. Notably, the Australian Council of Superannuation Investors, which represents superannuation funds owning about 10 percent of the ASX200 companies, has stated that it expects that all superannuation companies in the ASX200 will have at least two positions held by women in 2014.\textsuperscript{157} This has now changed to a desire to have 30 percent of board members female across the ASX200.

Unfortunately the above internal quota targets are not entirely reflective of the policies of the majority of the ASX200. Internal transparent policies can address numerous different indirect elements that combine to add to the gender disparity at board level. That is, the mentoring and training opportunities at all levels of a company, the director nomination process and policies that address the ‘leaky pipeline’ issues of women proceeding to board level. However, positive internal policies stand little chance of developing if senior management does not commit to changing the company’s culture.\textsuperscript{158} Leaving the corporate world to its own devices to rectify the disparity has not worked to date.\textsuperscript{159} Internal and voluntary gender diversity polices are usually in industries with more women such as finance, insurance, retail, hospitality and health. The often cited reason for this is that these industries have a greater pool of female board candidates and therefore greater stakeholder pressure to equitably appoint directorship positions. Industries that need gender diversity policies the most, that is those with less women, like manufacturing and property and business services are less likely to have policies.\textsuperscript{160}

When adopted at an appropriate level with executive level commitment, it is clear that voluntary industry codes are a preferable method of achieving board diversity to government mandated quotas. However, as noted above, voluntary codes have been implemented in Australia since 2011 with still only 19.9 percent of ASX directorships are female with likely even less so in the private sector. While some industries are implementing meaningful quotas, it appears voluntary codes on their own are not facilitating the change demanded by the broader community in a timely way.

\textsuperscript{159} Evidenced by female representation at ASX board level to be 19.9 percent yet female workforce participation being around 48 percent.
B. INDUSTRY BODIES TO PROVIDE TRAINING, MENTORING AND RELEVANT EXPERIENCE

Increasingly corporate citizens are implementing and promoting targeted mentoring and training programs to increase the eligibility of females for leadership roles to increase the diversity of the pool of board candidates. Both Telstra and Woolworths have highly publicised mentoring programs including diversity councils and working groups. Alongside private sector programs is the AICD mentoring program, Business Association of Australia and the Women on Boards networks working towards attracting and retaining women on corporate boards. All these entities together provide an opportunity for women to obtain relevant guidance and experience to assist their passage to corporate boards. Such programs step away from historic reliance on networks and provide women with the opportunity to gain the experience needed to be considered for board positions on their merit.

Experience is critical to ensuring the gender divide is diminished as board selection is often based on the person who the CEO and executive believe have had the requisite amount of board experience and training. \(^{161}\) Further, the networking function of directors should not be underestimated, often directors are selected based on these networks as lobbyists for the company. The networking function is crucial and often referred to as the ‘symbolic capital’ of a director. \(^{162}\) Where women are excluded from senior levels of executive, they do not obtain these networking opportunities.

In Australia, there is a polycentric network of organisations that have been actively trying to increase women’s representation on boards from mentoring programs to voluntary codes. \(^{163}\) Unfortunately, to date the combination of these non-mandatory measures has not achieved true gender diversity at board level.

C. GOVERNMENT QUOTAS TO LEAD THE WAY

The Victorian government has taken affirmative action for gender diversity on government enterprise boards by introducing a quota of 50%. Politically it is easier to introduce hard laws prescribing quotas in government businesses or companies as has happened in Australia, Finland, Quebec and Israel. \(^{164}\) It is hoped that government quotas may pave the road for the private sector to follow suit.

Alternatively, or in addition to, the government could seek to introduce incentives and indirectly facilitate female senior executive appointments. Forbes in its 2012 Global Diversity Rankings study
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suggested that flexi-time initiatives, subsidised child care, and tax breaks be offered for married couples both of whom work are proven approaches to increase economic equality.\(^{165}\)

It appears that no method can be focussed on individually when determining the best approach to facilitate meaningful female representation at board level. To date in Australia, reasonable female board representation in ASX listed companies has not been achieved through soft law measures whether codes, training and/or government initiatives.

7. **CONCLUSION**

On social justice grounds, it is clear that female representation at board level is in the long term best interests of the company. That is, not only the best interests of the shareholders but of the stakeholders of the company at large. Finding shareholder value and financial performance grounds for appointing female directors, or any individual directors, is extremely difficult due to the number of variables that need to be excluded and the indirect role in operational management that a board plays. However, on social justice and equality grounds, as Thomson and Lloyd famously stated ‘fair to say that insofar as the business case for appointing more women to boards is provable, it is proven’.\(^{166}\)

The question then becomes the means to create this end. Soft law methods have had varying degrees of success in increasing female board appointments and are indisputably needed to ensure companies engage to culturally change their board appointment processes and biases. However, substantial changes in the form of mandatory quotas are needed in Australia if the soft laws do not hit meaningful targets in the near future.
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